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ABSTRACT
Robo-advisors are democratizing access to life-insurance by en-
abling fully online underwriting. In Europe, financial legislation
requires that the reasons for recommending a life insurance plan
be explained according to the characteristics of the client, in order
to empower the client to make a “fully informed decision”. In this
study conducted in France, we seek to understand whether legal
requirements for feature-based explanations actually help users in
their decision-making. We conduct a qualitative study to character-
ize the explainability needs formulated by non-expert users and by
regulators expert in customer protection. We then run a large-scale
quantitative study using Robex, a simplified robo-advisor built us-
ing ecological interface design that delivers recommendations with
explanations in different hybrid textual and visual formats: either
“dialogic”—more textual—or “graphical”—more visual. We find that
providing feature-based explanations does not improve appropriate
reliance or understanding compared to not providing any expla-
nation. In addition, dialogic explanations increase users’ trust in
the recommendations of the robo-advisor, sometimes to the users’
detriment. This real-world scenario illustrates how XAI can address
information asymmetry in complex areas such as finance. This
work has implications for other critical, AI-based recommender
systems, where the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
may require similar provisions for feature-based explanations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As online AI-based services are becoming more ubiquitous with
commercial recommender systems, internet users are exposed to
opaque personalized suggestions. This raises questions on how
to communicate relevant and accessible information to foster ap-
propriate trust in those systems [8]. While explanations are often
unnecessary or non-critical in many low-risk applications of AI,
such as for movie or music suggestions, they can be mandated by
law in some high-stakes industries, such as finance, through the
legal notion of "informed decision".

Real-world scenarios of explainability in the scientific litera-
ture are primarily in the health care domain [9, 19, 20, 24]. In this
paper, we focus on another use case of explainability which is
equally high-stake, widespread, and legally motivated: AI-based
financial advice, i.e. robo-advisors. Explanations of these systems
are required to make online services to savings and investment
customers more understandable. The challenge is to ensure that
customers are informed of the processes by which a recommenda-
tion is made, through clear explanations. This aims at protecting
clients from recommendations misaligned with their objectives, risk
appetite and other personal characteristics. Moreover, the financial
domain can feel overwhelming and complex to many people [38],
which poses an additional challenge: explaining in simple terms
not only the attributes of the system but also financial principles to
novice users. Few studies [6] have focused on how to design legally
mandated explanations for lay users in real-world, high-stakes
scenarios. Yet, the lack of understanding of how explainability re-
quirements should be implemented is currently a barrier to the use
of AI systems in high stake domains [5]. We aim to address this
gap by leveraging the knowledge of customer protection specialists
about existent explainability requirements in the financial domain.
We interviewed 6 customer protection experts who work at the
French regulatory authority of financial services to describe the
legal motivations and expectations for explanations in this domain
and test the propensity of feature-based explanations to meet these
requirements. We believe the insights from experts from the regu-
latory sphere present interesting yet so far unsolicited proxies for
characterizing the users’ needs. Our aim is to better understand the
regulatory challenges arising with explainability, which we believe
is an under-explored area in the human-computer interaction side
of the XAI field. Our first research question is the following:

RQ1: What are the regulatory expectations for explanations in
financial investment services to protect customers? How can current
XAI methods meet them?

In addition, we interviewed 5 lay users on their needs for expla-
nations of robo-advisors. This enabled us to qualitatively compare
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regulatory and “practical” needs for explanations, in an attempt to
address the second research question:

RQ2: How do regulators on the one hand and end users on the other
describe the need for explanations?

To illustrate how legal requirements might be transformed into
explanation representations, we designed several formats of feature
importance explanations and conducted a large-scale study with
256 participants to compare their impact on user trust, and users’
appropriate reliance and understanding. Recent advances in the fast-
growing field of explainability have brought a better understanding
of how different representations and interactions of AI explanations
impact non-expert users [7, 10, 35, 39, 47]. Szymanski et al. [47]
found that lay users preferred graphical explanations but could
more easily misinterpret them compared to textual explanations,
motivating the need for hybrid textual and visual explanations.
However, little is known about where the cursor should be placed
between textual and visual content. In this paper, we compare
different formats of hybrid textual and graphical explanations using
SHAP [30]. Our aim is to answer the following research question:

RQ3: How effective are different representations of hybrid textual
and graphical explanations to protect non-expert users?

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
We analyze the legal requirements for explainability in a real-world
context: online life-insurance underwriting. Then, in a qualitative
study, we compare regulators’ and end-users’ perspectives on legal
explainability requirements in life-insurance and argue for the
relevance of consulting regulators for defining customers’ XAI
needs. Finally, we provide evidence through a large-scale study that
the benefits of explanations on user understanding, appropriate
trust and reliance are not clear, and that dialogic explanations might
lead to harmful over-reliance.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Understanding explainability needs
In recent years, the XAI community has made substantial progress
in making AI systems more intelligible to end users [22, 27, 29, 42,
51]. Much of this work aimed at understanding user needs to better
inform the design of technical solutions [15, 26, 27, 34]. Using semi-
structured interviews, articles such as [27, 28, 45] give an account
of users’ questions and motivations regarding explainability. They
inform on the actual user demand for information about AI systems
by presenting taxonomies of user questions [27, 28], for example.
Theoretical approaches have also provided important insights on
users’ cognitive needs regarding explainability in the form of frame-
works, surveys or theories [34, 44, 46, 48, 51]. For example, Miller
[34] draws on how humans explain things to each other to find out
what people expect from explanations.

All these studies provide relevant findings to inform on the ac-
tual needs of users regarding explainability. Another potentially
relevant source of information to design helpful explanations are
legal requirements. Very few XAI research efforts have been mo-
tivated by legal obligations to produce explanations such as the
“right to explanation” included in the GDPR. Bibal et al. [6] give a
complete overview of existing legal frameworks for explainable AI.

However, the point of view of regulators has not been solicited so
far in the explainability literature, to the best of our knowledge.

2.2 Representing AI explanations to non-expert
users

2.2.1 Explanation formats. A few contributions from the computer
science side of XAI conducted user studies to evaluate the ability
of XAI methods to successfully convey accurate mental models of
AI systems to users. In particular, this line of research sheds light
on the limitations of some technical solutions for aiding user un-
derstanding, or worse, on their potential for deception [21, 23, 40].
Some work has focused specifically on the implementation of expla-
nations for non-expert users in specific contexts [7, 10, 47]. Cheng et
al. [10] presented explanations of an algorithmic school admission
decision process to users with no domain or technical expertise.
They found that static and interactive explanations, where users
could change the inputs to see the resulting outcome, improved
users’ understanding of the AI decisions. Bove et al. [7], however,
were unable to replicate these results in the context of explaining an
algorithmic car insurance pricing decision. They did not find that
explanations improved comprehension but they did improve user
satisfaction. Szymanski et al. [47] studied how different represen-
tations of explanations (either visual, textual or both) affect users’
understanding of an AI system in an artificial task (estimating the
reading time of news articles). The paper shows that purely visual
explanations (in this case line graphs) can be subject to misinterpre-
tation, while purely textual explanations are better understood but
less satisfactory to users. A combination of the two representations
could provide the best of both worlds. However, there could be
many different ways to design “hybrid” textual and visual explana-
tions. Specifically, it is still unclear if textual explanations presented
as conversations achieve better user preferences and improve task
accuracy compared to graphical formats.

Additionally, explanations’ ability to engage users in a sensitive
and complex topic such as financial investment has not yet been
studied in the XAI literature where artificial contexts are often used
as test benches [8, 11, 14].

2.2.2 Mitigating overreliance issues. Otherwork in human-centered
XAI research has been studying how expertise affects the percep-
tion of explanations. For example, Simkute et al. [43] stress the
importance of differentiating the reasoning of experts from that of
lay users and reflecting this difference in the design of explanations.
Quite logically, experts are able to be more critical of the explana-
tions, sometimes at the cost of not trusting them enough, whereas
lay users are more subject to over-reliance [3, 41]. Eiband et al. [12],
for example, demonstrated that the mere presence of explanations
reinforced non experts’ trust using placebic explanations.

Explanations must therefore support either trust building for
experts, or critical thinking for lay users. Another key difference
is the level of motivation to use explanations, which can be much
lower for non-expert users. This makes it particularly challenging
to make explanations both simple and appealing to lay users, while
encouraging cognitive engagement and skepticism [4, 36]. It is still
unclear if explanations for non-expert users can be designed to
foster trust and understanding on the one hand while encouraging
users’ critical thinking (i.e. ability to detect errors) on the other.
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This might be desirable in sensitive contexts where the algorithmic
output can have strong consequences on the user’s life quality.

3 THE TEST-BED FOR STUDYING
EXPLANATIONS OF RECOMMENDATIONS
OF FINANCIAL CONTRACTS

In this paper, we focus on a real-case application of explainability:
explanations of online recommendations for life insurance prod-
ucts. In Europe, explanations in this context are legally required by
sector-specific regulations to ensure customer protection. We de-
scribe below the case study context, the related legal requirements
for explanations and the system used in the studies presented in
Section 4 and Section 5.

3.1 Context
3.1.1 Life-insurance underwriting. AsAI systems gain performance,
their adoption expands to areas considered critical. In finance, in-
creasingly sophisticated recommender systems known as “robo-
advisors” are democratizing online underwriting of life insurance.
In France, where the study was conducted, life insurance is a sav-
ings vehicle used both to pass on money to a designated beneficiary
upon the death of the subscriber of the contract, and to make a long-
term financial investment in a tax-advantaged environment. In the
rest of the paper, we will only address the latter, most common us-
age of life-insurance. Life insurance subscribers are presented with
a financial recommendation with a specific level of risk (a higher
level of risk means more chances to win big but also more chances
to lose). Choosing a life insurance contract with an appropriate
risk level—not too high for the client’s financial situation—is cru-
cial to ensuring clients’ financial stability. However, many clients
may not be financially literate. Therefore, French and European
legislation1 require insurance providers to produce “clear, precise
and non-misleading” explanations to guide potential customers
towards an “informed” decision and address the asymmetry of
information between client and advisor. We describe further the
legal requirements to explain recommendations in this context in
the next section. Most existing online recommender systems cur-
rently fall short of this legal explanation requirement, according
to our discussions with French regulators in the life-insurance sec-
tor. Specifically, explanations of online recommender systems, i.e.
robo-advisors, rarely focus on the reasons why a recommendation
is adapted to the user’s need, which is the type of explanation we
focus on in this paper.

3.1.2 Towards more digital and AI powered systems. The automated
advice provided by robo-advisors is seen as a more cost-efficient
way to deliver proposals to pockets of population who do not other-
wise have access to financial advice, as an OECD report highlights
[31]. Additionally, the COVID crisis has accelerated the interest
in online systems with the increasing demand for online and real-
time services [2]. As seen through our series of interviews with
regulators in life-insurance—described later in the paper—, most
current robo-advisors (specifically in France where this study was
conducted) are rule-based, with varying degrees of complexity in

1The European Parliament and the European Concil. 2016. Directive (EU) 2016/97 on
insurance distribution.

the amount and nature of the rules. Yet, many studies foresee an
acceleration of AI-based underwriting solutions in the financial
sector and in life-insurance [2, 31]. AI-powered systems offer faster
and more personalized financial advice. For brokers, data-driven
underwriting helps identify risk in a more fine-grained manner
[1]. The insurance market is also gaining interest in AI-powered
robo-advisors with the successful examples of companies which
used this technology to increase sales revenue significantly [1].

3.1.3 Legal Requirements for feature-based explanations. In the
life-insurance context, financial legislation regarding the insurance
sector apply. The law on insurance distribution (Articles 20 and 30
of Directive (EU) 2016/97 of January 20, 2016), which aims to pro-
tect consumers against the sale of products unsuited to their needs,
requires providers to explain “the reasons for the appropriateness
of the proposed contract”. Our research question is which explana-
tion format, especially provided by automatic means—through a
roboadvisor—, is the most suitable format to protect the consumer.
This leads us to question more precisely the purpose of the explana-
tion in light of the objectives of the law. What exactly is expected of
the explanation so that it is effective with regard to the objectives
of the Articles L. 521-4 and L. 522-5 of the French Insurance Code
and EU Directive 2016/97? One of the objectives of the explana-
tions is to enable future life-insurance subscribers to make a “fully
informed” decision about the product being proposed. This objec-
tive is explicitly stated in the text of Article L. 521-4 of the French
Insurance Code and Article 20 of EU Directive 2016/97. However,
this objective is relatively imprecise and difficult to measure. To
better measure whether an explanation allows for an “informe”
decision, the goal should be broken down into subgoals that are
easier to test and measure. We understand these subgoals to be 1)
help users appropriately rely on a recommendation (and be able to
detect a big mistake) 2) help users understand the appropriateness
of a recommendation for them 3) help users calibrate their trust in
robo-advisors. This is therefore what we measured in Study 2.

In addition to the goal of “fully informing” clients, the law pur-
sues the objective of supervising the behavior of intermediaries by
imposing the obligation to set out in writing the client’s needs as
well as the reasons why the recommended product is in line with
those needs. The formalization of these steps will reduce the risks
of intermediaries taking shortcuts and letting conflicts of interest
interfere with their duty to give objective investment advice to
customers.

In other contexts, AI systems may also be affected by require-
ments for feature-based explanations. Consumer protection law has
provisions regarding explanations of recommender systems in on-
line marketplaces. It notably imposes to show “the main parameters
determining the ranking [...] of offers presented to the consumer
as a result of the search query and the relative importance of those
parameters as opposed to other parameters”2. Moreover, the GDPR
provisions can also apply in some contexts. It requires that data
controllers disclose “meaningful information about the logic in-
volved” (articles 13-15) in entirely automated decisions. The GDPR
provisions apply “when the decisions (i) involve the processing of
personal data, (ii) are based solely on an automated processing of
2New art. 6(a) of Directive 2011/83 on Consumer Rights
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Figure 1: Fictional life-insurance plans proposed by Robex,
the explainable robo-advisor developed for this study

data and (iii) produce legal or significant effects on the recipient of
the decision” [6].

3.2 Robex, the explainable robo-advisor
3.2.1 A simplified model. Robex—standing for EXplainable ROBo-
advisor—is a simplified and fictional life-insurance recommender
system developed for the purpose of this study. Robex’s recommen-
dation algorithm is not AI but a rule-based algorithm established
with the help of domain experts. Indeed, since our goal was to
study explanation representations using existing agnostic explain-
ability methods, we did not need to use a real AI algorithm for this
study. The design of Robex was done using Ecological Interface
Design [50]. We reviewed existing robo-advisors and conducted
informal interviews with 4 regulators with extensive experience
in the control of intermediaries (or brokers) in life-insurance to
better understand the domain. Based on these discussions, we de-
veloped a profiling questionnaire to measure 5 user characteristics:
the amount to be invested compared to the user’s total financial
wealth, her investment objective, her financial knowledge and ex-
perience, her risk appetite and the proportion of her financial assets
already placed on financial markets. For each of the questions used
to measure these characteristics (cf. Table 3 of the Appendix), we
associated coefficients so as to obtain a risk-score that denoted
the amount of risk a user can take. We were then able to sketch
five fictional but realistic life-insurance plans that represented 5
levels of risk. Our score-based, simplified underwriting rules then
matched a profile to a plan.

The usual underwriting process with robo-advisors—and Robex—
is as follows. First, users go through a series of questions about their
profile and financial objectives. Then, they can see the summary of
their profile and the proposed recommendation—on the same page
in Robex. During this recommendation phase, Robex presents an
additional section on why this product is recommended to you.

3.2.2 Feature Importance Explanations. We approached the ex-
plainability phase as if the Robex algorithm was a black-box, so
that our results can be transposed to more opaque AI-powered
robo-advisors. As seen in Section 3.1.3, the required explanations
in life-insurance but also for other online recommender systems
with significant effect on the recipient include “feature importance”
explanations. They correspond to linking client’s characteristics to
the recommendation, which is what feature importance techniques
do. In this paper, we question the usefulness of these explanations
required by law, by studying the effects of feature importance expla-
nations on users’ appropriate reliance and trust in the recommen-
dation. In each of the studies presented below, we used SHAP [30]
a post-hoc, agnostic, and widespread interpretability method as

a basis to produce different explanation interfaces that vary in
representation format and interactivity.

4 STUDY 1: QUALITATIVE UNDERSTANDING
OF THE NEED FOR EXPLANATIONS FROM
REGULATORS’ AND END-USERS’
PERSPECTIVES

To answer our RQ1 and RQ2, we interviewed domain experts and
lay users to better understand regulatory expectations with regard
to explanations.

4.1 Method
4.1.1 Prototypical Graphical Explanations. Initially, we designed
an explanation interface inspired from the graphical Shapley ex-
planations presented in [30]. However, we tried to simplify the
visual elements to make them readable by non-professional users.
We simplified the graph into a table, because some research on
explainability showed that tables were the most interpretable rep-
resentation medium for non-professional users [18]. We also added
clear column titles and textual descriptions available on demand
on the “input features” of the explanation, i.e. the client’s charac-
teristics used. We showed to participants in Study 1 a prototypical
“graphical” summary of the importance of each variable on the risk
of the proposal, as shown in Figure 2A. However, the arrows for
each input were shaped a little differently and there was no risk
scale under the different insurance plans. We improved the expla-
nation representation based on the feedback from expert and lay
participants in this study.

4.1.2 Participants and procedure. We conducted interviews with 11
participants: 6 consumer protection experts3 and 5 end-users. The
consumer protection experts were volunteers from the consumer
protection section of the French regulator of banking and insurance
services with whom we collaborated during this study. We refer to
them below with the term “regulator”. All participants had strong
experience in auditing insurance providers (from 3 to more than 10
years). Their expertise and role is to verify that insurers respect “the
rules intended to ensure the protection of the customers” as well as
the “adequacy of the means and procedures which they implement
for this purpose” and to promote fair commercial practices among
industrial professionals4. Half of them had some experience in
reviewing robo-advisors.

The novice users were volunteer doctoral students recruited
through the network of the university with which the authors are
affiliated. All participants received a consent form informing them
of the study objectives and identified risks. All participants were
volunteers, not compensated, recruited through an email describing
the objective and duration of the experiment. An ethics committee
was not required for this study.

Each participant took part in an individual session that lasted
between 45 minutes and 1h30. Each session was divided into three

3Four of them were different from the 4 persons we interviewed to design the Robex
algorithm.
4https://acpr.banque-france.fr/en/customer-protection/professionals/customer-
protection-principles
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parts: a semi-structured interview, a task-oriented think aloud por-
tion and a post-study questionnaire. One researcher was present
during all interviews and took detailed notes of the participants’
answers and think-aloud statements. The first part of the session
consisted of a semi-structured interview to explore the needs of life-
insurance clients for explanations of recommendations. Structured
questions varied slightly if participants were regulators or novice
end-users. Regulators were asked about the role of explanations in
enabling users to make an informed decision and the type of expla-
nations, what they thought of the explanations currently offered by
robo-advisors, and how to address people without financial knowl-
edge. Novice users were asked about their financial investment
recommendations, if they had any, and about what explanations
they would like to receive about the recommended financial prod-
uct. During the second part of the study, participants were asked
to use Robex. Participants were observed by the researcher and
asked to think aloud throughout their interaction with the system.
Finally, participants were asked about their overall impression of
the system.

4.1.3 Text analysis. We conducted an inductive [13] content analy-
sis of the detailed notes taken by one author during the interviews
with regulators and end-users. One author identified concepts and
themes about the characteristics of the explanations that emerged
from reading the interview notes. First, the author observed that
participants talked mainly about either the explanation implemen-
tation or the explanation’s purpose (notably with discussion around
risk). On this basis, different themes for either explanations’ for-
mat/content or explanations’ purpose could be derived that encom-
pass most of the concepts mentioned by participants. The transla-
tion from French to English was done after the final categorization.

4.2 Results
We grouped the main identified themes of the explanation require-
ments according to their connection to the format or content of the
explanation. Through the regulator’s view, we were able to gather
domain perspectives that end users alone would not necessarily
have provided, such as understanding the interests of different
stakeholders and potential misalignment, where the vulnerability
of certain users can be exploited, or the wide range of best prac-
tices seen for recommendations and explanations. Conversely, the
end-users’ perspective reminds us of what clients truly care about,
regardless of existing regulations. While the main focus of the reg-
ulators was on the notion of risk, the main concern of the users
was not as clear. For some, it was the performance of the proposed
contract, for others the reliability of the robo-advisor, and for others
still, the risk.

Understanding explanations’ purposes through two perspectives.
The regulators reported an increasing trend for automated online
robo-advisors, and a lack of “good” automated explanations to sup-
port those tools. Current robo-advisors’ explanations were seen
as very “generic” and “nebulous” in general. One of the reasons
is the use by many brokers of a third-party software to produce
explanations and recommendations, over which they have little
control. regulators also reported the difficulty for brokers to pro-
duce explanations with the increasing complexity of their tools:

“There’s too much complexity even for them.” This highlights the
relevance of the XAI domain to help solve real-world problems,
even when the underlying recommendation system is AI but rule-
based. The regulators insisted on the importance of explanations as
a safeguard to inform customers about risk, taking as an example
cases of overestimation of the risk for vulnerable people. Although
we could group both regulator and end-user perspectives into com-
mon themes, some themes were discussed more by one group. For
example, end-users expressed their need to be engaged—some felt
either overwhelmed or bored by the topic. regulators talked about
the need for complete information although end-users insisted on
their need for simple, easy-to-digest information.

Placing the cursor between text and graphics. One of the themes
we found was the need for schematic explanations on the one
hand and the need for more human explanations that can answer a
wide range of users’ questions on the other. Two regulators very
much appreciated our graphical, Shapley-based explanations, find-
ing they had never seen something like that in the market and that
it responded well to the need to link users’ characteristics to the
recommended product. However, many—regulators and end-users
alike—indicated their need to be able to chat with a human counsel-
lor despite the explanation. A regulator also imagined explanations
could look more like a Frequently Asked Questions menu and a
participant said “I can imagine a chatbot with someone behind
it who can answer my questions.” This led us to compare more
“conversational” or more “graphical” explanations in the next study.

5 STUDY 2: DO GRAPHICAL OR DIALOGIC
FEATURE-BASED EXPLANATIONS HELP
LAY USERS MAKE BETTER DECISIONS?

In this large-scale study, we investigate the usefulness of simple
feature importance explanations—that that can be required by law
for recommender systems—to help lay users appropriately rely on
life-insurance recommendations.

5.1 Study design
5.1.1 Explanations design. Based on the legal requirements for ex-
planations and the analysis of regulators’ and end-users’ expressed
needs, we derived the following specifications for our explanations.

What to explain?
Links between recommendation and user.Weuse “feature importance”
explanations to address the relationship between the recommended
product and the user’s characteristics.
Important Definitions. As highlighted by end-users and regulators
in Study 1, and by prior work [7], it is essential to give the minimal
background knowledge necessary to understand the financial con-
cepts used in the recommendations and explanations. We therefore
presented definitions for all important financial concepts.
Descriptions of the effect for complex user input parameters. Robex
used five user input parameters: “Your risk appetite”, “Your level of
financial knowledge”, “the amount to invest proportionally to your
total financial assets”, “Your financial objective” and “The portion
of your financial assets already invested”. Out of those five parame-
ters, we saw in Study 1 that the last three were more complex to
interpret. For each of these concepts, we provided (1) the effect it
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Table 1: Main themes emerging from the content analysis of regulators and end-users interviews, with corresponding lexical
field and citations.

Explanation aspect Regulator view End-user view

Format and con-
tent
Synthetic vs. exhaus-
tive

short, simple, readable, “[Explanations] are a sort of syn-
thesis”, “clean and clear” vs. exhaustive, “Just putting
a sentence "considering this and that..." is not enough”,
give links to more information, give enough documen-
tation

simple, “Something that tells you "this is really the
points you need to know"”

Schematic “schematic”, “graphics and diagrams [for novice users]”,
“playful”, “step-by-step”

“I want to see the scale of the risk, and where I’m placed
on that scale”

Adapted vocabulary “adapt vocabulary”, “not toomuch text”, “avoid financial
jargon”

“use simplified language, not the language of a banker”,
“need to have more familiar language”, “I’m not sure
what a placement is”

Purpose
Justify link user characteristics and product, “justification”,

“real need of transparency” motivated by misalign-
ment of interest between insurers and clients, prevent
“scams”, “what it is based on?”

“Why are you making this recommendation? What fac-
tors are you basing it on?”, “I want an explanation only
if there is a disagreement.”

Warn control, notify, warn, inform, “tendency to underesti-
mate [the risk]”, “Explanations are useful because there
is a risk.”, “the [human] advisor will not say everything”,
“robo-advisors don’t have enough safeguards”, “make
them [the users] understand that there is a step to take,
make them question "do I agree?"”

“What are the risks?”, “How much do I concretely risk
losing on the 50,000 I put in?”, “What can I expect in
terms of risks and benefits?”

Engage users “It looks boring”, “I’ll open them [the links] and proba-
bly not look at them.”

Teach enable users to have answers to their follow-up ques-
tions

“I don’t know anything about that.”, “I neither agree nor
disagree because I don’t really understand this financial
concept”, “I don’t understand this field”

should have on the proposition—either lower or increase the risk
the customer can take—(2) an indication of the magnitude of the
user’s input (e.g. “75% is a very big portion”). An example is shown
in Figure 2.

In which format?
Graphical-static. The “graphical” explanation we had initially pro-
totyped for Study 1 was improved based on participants’ feedback.
Graphical-mutable. As some end-users in Study 1 expressed the
need to change the parameters to know if they can trust the sys-
tem, we implemented a version of the graphical explanation where
user parameters were “mutable”. This supports Miller’s view that
explanations should enable to “mutate” events [34].
Dialogic. Following feedback from end users and regulators on
how textual explanations compare to human advisors’, we also
designed a “dialogic” explanation.It mimics a text message chat.
This approach has been adopted in previous XAI work by [16, 17]
for “conversational” explanations.

5.1.2 Experimental Conditions. Participants were divided into four
groups corresponding to the following four different interfaces:
no explanation (control group), graphical-static, graphical-mutable
and dialogic. The same contextual information was delivered across
all the different explanation conditions. Each of the four groups
was then divided in two: one received a correct recommendation
and the other a false recommendation. The objective was to com-
pare the ability of users of different interfaces to detect a crude
recommendation error.

The false recommendation was produced by altering the score-
based algorithm so that the recommendation was either much too
risky or really not risky enough. This was done by altering the ini-
tial user’s risk score calculated by Robex by a roughly 50% change.
The direction of the change was so that more-than average risk-
takers were redirected to low-risk proposals and vice versa. For
example, if a participant was recommended “Securimax” by the nor-
mal Robex algorithm, her risk-score would be increased artificially
so as to output the “Flexiplus” recommendation. On the contrary,
participants for whom the initial correct recommendation was ‘the
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Figure 2: Explanation interfaces for each of the three conditions: A) Graphical-static: users see a graphical summary of how
their characteristics impact the risk of the proposal, B) Graphical-mutable: users first see the graphical-static interface and
then a pop-up message indicates they can change some of their characteristic C) Dialogic: the same information provided in the
interfaces A) and B) is delivered through “sms-like” textual messages. Some graphics are added to facilitate the visualisation of
the risk and of the variables decreasing and increasing the risk of the proposal. The figures are here translated to English but
were shown in French to participants (cf. Figure 6 in the Appendix).

more risky ‘Flexiplus” would be recommended the more conser-
vative ‘Securimax” product. For participants who initially got the
“Flexi” recommendation, if their risk-score was below 12—out of a
maximum score of 21—, they were redirected to “Dynamo” and for
risk-scores above 12, to “Securimax”.

The explanations of the false recommendation were produced in
the sameway as the correct recommendations, using agnostic SHAP
feature importances based on the skewed Robex algorithm. As a
result, the explanations for false recommendations were illogical,
such as “Your risk appetite: low (1/7) contributed to increase the
risk of the recommendation” cf. Figure 5 of the Appendix.

Participants were distributed randomly in eight different condi-
tions as shown in Figure 3.

5.1.3 Evaluation measures. Building on prior work conducting
empirical studies to evaluate XAI systems [8, 25, 29, 42], we used

measures described below. Question wordings and Cronbach’s al-
phas for grouped questionnaire items are provided in the Table 2
of the Appendix.
Reliance. Reliance was measured by asking participants if they
thought the robo-advisor’s recommendation was adapted to their
need or not. Over-reliance occurs when the participant followed
an incorrect recommendation.
Trust. Trust was measured through the five question items from
the benevolence and competence aspects of McKnight’s frame-
work [32]. One item was added to measure if participants felt the
need for any additional human advice.
Cognitive load. Cognitive load was measured through the mental
demand and effort items of the NASA-TLX Index.
User engagement. Three user engagement question items were
adapted from O’Brien et al.’s framework [37]. Two items were taken
from the Felt Involvment (FI) category and one from the Novelty
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category (NO).
Objective Understanding. Understanding of the recommendation
on the one hand and understanding of the explanation on the other
were measured through “test” questions. The question about the
recommendation was developed by the authors relying on their
knowledge of the field and discussions with experts. To measure
understanding of the explanation, we used three questions to test
if they understood the direction of the impact of some user inputs,
as seen in prior XAI work [47].
All Cronbach’s alpha’s for the different sets of questions were sig-
nificant, with the exception of trust for which we had to remove
the question about the human advisor.

5.1.4 Procedure and participants. Figure 3 illustrates the experi-
mental workflow used for this study. The study was approved by an
academic research ethics committee. We crowdsourced participants
using the platform Lucid5. Our goal was to target participants who
might be life insurance robo-advisor users. We therefore began with
a question to filter out users who were not at all interested in life-
insurance. Participants were then given an overview of the study,
were asked for their consent to participate in it, and went through
an attention check. The two following steps in the study process
replicate what we can see in existing robo-advisors: a profiling
questionnaire and a following recommendation page. Participants
had to go through the questionnaire, read through their user profile
summary, the description of the recommendation, if applicable, an
explanation of why this recommendation was made to them, and
then they had to choosewhether to accept or reject the proposed life-
insurance plan. We also collected their qualitative feedback about
explanations through a short free-text field. Finally, a two-page
post-questionnaire measured their understanding, workload, trust
and engagement in using Robex. The whole study lasted around 10
minutes. Participants were paid around 3€506 for completing the
study. We randomly assigned participants to an experimental con-
dition until we had reached a minimum of roughly 30 participants
per condition. Participants who failed attention checks, took less
than 5 minutes or wrote non-serious content (repeated keyboard
strokes, clearly ironical or insulting content) in the free-text field
were excluded. We also implemented time counters: participants
could not continue to next page if a (small) minimum amount of
time had not elapsed. This was to make sure that participants read
through the profiling questionnaire, the recommendation and the
explanation. We ended up with 32 participants in each condition.

French workers between 18 and 65 years old were recruited
online through the platform Lucid. Of the study respondents that
were finally included in the survey, 73% were female and 27% male—
although some participants did not provide any answer to that
question. 61% had an undergraduate or a graduate degree (Bache-
lor, Master, Doctorate and other specialized education). We cannot
explain the skew towards women participants but it is possible that
more male participants did not want to answer this demographic
question or that our filters about the interest in life-insurance or
seriousness of the responses excluded more male participants. Par-
ticipants had an average financial knowledge score of 1.3 out of 5,

5https://lucid.co/
6Lucid goes through several suppliers to gather participants. Each supplier receives
3.50€ for each study completed, takes a commission and pays the rest to the participant.

and were therefore for the most part representative of non-expert
users. Financial knowledge was measured in the pre-questionnaire
through specific questions written with the help of four regulators
from the French Regulation Authority of financial services (cf. Table
3 of the Appendix for the detail of the questions).

At the end of the survey, participants in the deceptive condition
were informed that they had received a wrong recommendation.
All participants were reminded that the financial advice presented
was fictitious and non-relevant for their personal needs.

5.2 Results
For all evaluation measures, we ran a two-way ANOVA analysis
with the explanation conditions and the recommendation condi-
tions (correct or false) as the independent variables. When sig-
nificant, we conducted post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test for pairwise
comparisons. For all measures, the assumptions for ANOVA were
met: we used the Shapiro-Wilk test to check that the residuals were
approximately normally distributed and the Bartlett test to verify
the homogeneity of variances.

5.2.1 The no-explanation control group was more or equally likely to
distinguish between good and bad advice than the explanation groups.
We found a statistically significant difference in trust (p=0.001) and
reliance (p=0.01) between the group that received a correct proposal
and the group that received an incorrect advice for the control con-
dition (participants who didn’t receive any explanation). Yet, we
sometimes didn’t find such a significant statistical difference for the
groups in the explanation condition. For the dialogic explanation
condition, there was no statistical difference between the groups
receiving a correct and an incorrect recommendation regarding
trust and reliance on the advice. For the graph-mutable explanation
condition, we found participants were able to differentiate their
reliance on the advice between the incorrect and correct proposal
(p=0.03), but not their trust. In the graphic-static explanation condi-
tion, people trusted a correct proposition significantly more than an
incorrect one (p-value=0.05) and relied on the correct proposition
almost significantly more (p=0.064) than on the incorrect one.

5.2.2 Dialogic explanations increase subjective trust. We found that
users who were shown an incorrect recommendation and a dialogic
explanations trusted significantly more the robo-advice compared
to the no-explanation group (p=0.001). Further, we found that par-
ticipants in the incorrect recommendation and dialogic explanation
condition were almost significantly (p=0.068) more likely to rely on
the incorrect robo-advice than participants in the incorrect/control
condition.

5.2.3 Dialogic or graphical explanations do not improve user under-
standing. The different explanation formats did not improve users’
understanding of the recommendation and more specifically its risk
—question one out of three on the recommendation understanding
(cf. Table 2 in the Appendix). Based on the graphs in Figure 4, there
appears to be a tendency for graphical-mutable explanations to lead
to better understanding of the recommendation than other condi-
tions, but the effect was not significant (p=0.1). Further, the level
of understanding of the explanations was comparable across the
different explanation conditions. However, people in the deceptive
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Figure 3: The workflow of our quantitative experiments. The profiling questionnaire is used to produce a personalized
recommendation of a life-insurance contract. Clients can review the recommendation, the explanation and then decide to
follow the recommendation or not. This decision is used to measure users’ “reliance” on the explainable robo-advisor.

(a) Reliance (b) Trust (c) Cognitive load

(d) User engagement (e) Understanding of the recommendation (f) Understanding of the explanation

Figure 4: Results for Study 2. Vertical lines represent the 95% confidence interval. Asterisks and dots indicate the statistical
significance of the results: *** p-value≤0.001, ** p-value≤0.01, * p-value≤0.05, • p-value≤0.07, "ns" non significant.

conditions were significantly less likely to understand the charac-
teristics of the recommendation and the explanations (p=0.001)—we
performed a one-way ANOVA with just the recommendation con-
dition (correct or false) as the independent variable. This evidences
that people are less likely to understand a recommendation that is
not suited to their needs, or that they did not expect.

5.2.4 No effect of explanations on cognitive load and user engage-
ment. We do not find any statistically significant effect for the
different explanation conditions on users’ subjective cognitive load
and user engagement. This finding contradicts other work on the
cognitive cost of explanation [49]. Perhaps this is the case here
because understanding financial recommendations is already cogni-
tively demanding enough due to the complexity of the field, and the
cost of adding explanations is negligible in comparison—average
perceived cognitive workload for using the robo-advisor was 5.6
out of 10.

6 LIMITATIONS
This work has some limitations. First, the content analysis in Study 1
was performed based on the detailed notes that one author took dur-
ing the interviews, which may have limited the amount and breadth
of captured input from participants. In addition, the non-expert
participants from the qualitative study were graduate students, who
represent a very specific sample of non-expert users. One of the lim-
itations in our implementation of ecological interface design is that
we used a simplified and fictional life-insurance robo-advisor. Some
factors such as time horizon, detailed descriptions of the funds, of
their historical performances and the costs of each contract were
not taken into account. We did this to simplify the building of the
tool, and also because we felt adding costs and performances might
have diverted participants’ focus from the risk of the proposals,
which is the most critical information for users to understand ac-
cording to regulators and the spirit of the legislation. Future work
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could explore similar research questions with a real robo-advisor.
Additionally, one of the main limitations of crowd-sourcing partici-
pants in Study 2 is that they might lack the mental engagement or
involvement with the subject. To increase participant engagement,
we let them answer the survey with their own profile, instead of
presenting a predefined profile for all participants. We verified that
the type of recommendation did not have a significant impact on
our measures. Additionally, we implemented a question to filter out
users completely uninterested in life-insurance, attention checks,
text fields and time counters to filter out non-serious participants.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the participants in our study were
not representative of a real user of a real life-insurance robo-advisor.
Also, the participants in our study were also mainly women (73%).

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
Dialogic vs. Graphical explanations. According to Miller [34], expla-
nations are best provided through a social process, i.e. a conversa-
tion, because it matches the way humans explain things. In fact,
“dialogic” explanations have been favorably presented in the XAI
literature, with [17] presenting how dialogic management systems
can respond to users’ questions about a hotel recommender system,
or [16] showing how conversational explanations can be useful for
criminal investigators. While the benefits of dialogic explanations
might be real regarding user satisfaction and explanation useful-
ness in some contexts [16, 17], our results, in turn, shed light on a
downside of “dialogic” explanations for impactful AI-based deci-
sions: over-reliance. It is possible that either the “humanness” of
the dialogic explanation we presented, or the familiarity of users
with chats, made them more inclined to accept robo-advice. In fact,
some people might see the anthropomorphisation of systems as
suspicious. One of our end-user participants in the pilot Study said
that “It’s quite a lot of anthropomorphization”. This is consistent
with the study by Hepenstal et al. [16] in which participants were
uncomfortable with the humanness of the XAI agent and wanted
to have it clear that they were not talking to a real person. Our find-
ings also qualify Szymanski et al.’s results [47] according to which
participants prefer graphical explanations but understand textual
explanations better. The authors further advance that hybrid tex-
tual and graphical formats could improve both user satisfaction and
understanding. Our study qualifies this result by showing that users
made less mistakes with graphical formats which presented small
amounts of text than with dialogic formats with small amounts
of graphical visualizations. This contrasts with Szymanski et al.’s
finding that text is better understood—however the textual expla-
nations in this work were much shorter. Perhaps the brevity and
the synthetic aspect of our graphic explanations compared to the
dialogic explanations were instrumental in improving users’ appro-
priate reliance.

Legal requirements for feature-based explanations. In this study,
we showed how legal requirements to “motivate” investment ad-
vice based on client’s features may take shape using a classical
XAI method (SHAP) and various explanation representations. We
further found that the legal sub-objectives of the explanation that
we defined in Section 3.1.3 to help users make “fully informed”
decisions were not fully achieved. Users were not better able to

1) appropriately rely on the recommendation, 2) understand the
recommendation or 3) appropriately calibrate their trust in the robo-
advisor compared to the control condition. As noted in Section 3.1.3,
the objective of the law requiring insurance intermediaries to spec-
ify in writing “the reasons for the appropriateness of the proposed
contract” is also to discipline brokers by making non-objective, self-
interested, recommendations more visible and punishable. Feature-
based explanations are therefore not useless, because they at least
serve the purpose of disciplining insurance intermediaries by forc-
ing them to show how the proposed product corresponds to the
customer’s risk profile. However, our work changes the perspec-
tive on the benefit of explanations for customers’ understanding
and reliance. Explanations are not always “all good”, they must be
designed so that over-reliance effects are mitigated. If the explana-
tion formats we presented could not meet the legal objectives we
highlighted, future work could address how to design explanations
that are cognitively engaging for lay-users. Buçinca et al. designed
cognitive forcing functions, but these were perceived as friction
by the users. Melsion et al. [33] designed “quiz” explanations by
asking users—in this case children—what they thought were the
most important characteristics for an AI to predict gender. The use
of such gamified explanations could improve learning in a specific
domain without sacrificing user satisfaction.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we carried out a qualitative study to understand what
end-users and consumer protection experts—regulators—say about
feature-based explanation requirements. We then presented the
results of a large-scale study to investigate if different formats of
feature-based explanations help novice users appropriately rely
on, trust and understand recommendations of life-insurance plans.
We found that providing feature-based explanations did not sig-
nificantly improve users’ understanding of the recommendation,
or lead to more accurate reliance on the tool’s recommendation
compared to having no explanation at all. We also found that ex-
planations provided in a dialogic format, where users can choose a
question and get chatbot-like text answers, increased users’ trust in
the robo-advisor and did not significantly improve user understand-
ing. This led us to conclude that graphical formats could be better
suited to inform clients. This leaves us in a quite unsatisfactory
state of affairs where the obligation to inform clients does not fulfill
its promises to empower users in making better decisions. We high-
lighted promising future leads to address this challenge. Finally, we
hope our work may encourage researchers to investigate how legal
explainability requirements may take shape, and how to address
the problem of informing non experts in complex domains.
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Table 2: Question used for measuring different metrics with Cronbach alphas (translated from French to English).

Measure Questions with [possible responses] Cronbach’s
alpha

Understanding of
recommendation

What is your estimate of the euro fund percentage in the proposal that was
made to you? [Several proposals]

NA

On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the most risky), how risky do you think the Robex
proposal is?
What is special about a euro fund? [it offers a high expectation of gains for
a high risk of loss, it is mostly composed of actions, it is guaranteed by the
insurer, I do not know]

Understanding of ex-
planation

Of your characteristics and goals, which factor weighed the most in the proposal
the algorithm offered you? [Several proposals]

NA

How did the proportion of your financial assets already invested in risky fi-
nancial products, which is for you ... , impacted the risk of proposal made by
Robex? [Increase / decrease / neutral]
How did your investment objective, which is ... impacted the risk of the proposal
made by Robex?

Trust-Benevolence I think Robex is acting in my best interest 0.854
Robex wants to understand my needs and preferences

Trust-Competence Robex is skilled and effective in providing life insurance recommendations
Robex has the expertise to understand my needs and preferences 0.878
Robex is fulfilling its role as a life insurance advisor very well

Trust-Other (not
used)

I would need a human advisor to help me choose a life insurance plan Not used

User engagement I felt involved in my task of choosing a life insurance plan
The content of the life insurance recommendation site has attractedmy curiosity 0.818
I was interested in the experience

Cognitive load I found it mentally demanding to read and understand the proposed life insur-
ance formula

0.829

I had to make an effort to read and understand the proposed life insurance
formula
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Table 3: Question used in the pre-questionnaire for measuring users’ personal characteristics (translated from French to
English).

Measure Questions with [possible answers]

Objective What would be the main objective of your investment? [Make my savings grow, Finance a
project, Finance my retirement, Pass on my assets, Protect my savings]

Amount to be in-
vested

How much would you like to invest? [Less than 5000€, Between 5000€ and 10 000€, Between
10000€ and 50000€, More than 50000€]
This amount represents what percentage of your total financial assets (excluding your home)?
[Less than 5%, Between 5% and 25%, Between 25% and 50%, Between 50% and 75%, More than
75%]

Percentage of assets
already invested

Have you already invested in a financial product with a risk of capital loss? If so, how much of
your total financial assets do these financial products represent? [Less than 5%, Between 5%
and 25%, Between 25% and 50%, Between 50% and 75%, More than 75%]

Risk appetite Which of the following statements is closest to the level of financial risk you are willing to
take when saving or investing? [Take significant financial risk hoping for significant returns,
Take above average financial risk hoping for above average returns, Take average financial risk
hoping for average returns, I do not wish to take any financial risk]
For the next three sentences, please indicate the likelihood that you would engage in the specified
behavior if you were in the situation described “Investing 10% of your annual income in an
investment consisting of securities issued by the European Union” [Very unlikely, Somewhat
unlikely, Uncertain, Somewhat likely, Very likely]
“Investing 5% of your annual income in highly speculative securities” [Very unlikely, Somewhat
unlikely, Uncertain, Somewhat likely, Very likely]
“Investing 10% of your annual income in a new business” [Very unlikely, Somewhat unlikely,
Uncertain, Somewhat likely, Very likely]

Financial knowledge
and experience

Have you ever subscribed to a life insurance contract? [Yes, No]

Have you ever invested in a financial product with a risk of capital loss (e.g. PEA (Plan d’Epargne
en Actions), multi-support life insurance contract, securities account, crypto assets, investment
funds...)? [Yes, No]
A high expectation of gains implies a high risk of capital loss. [True, False]
A real estate fund (SCPI or OPCI) is a fund with guaranteed capital. [True, False]
The capital invested in a life insurance plan is blocked for 8 years. [True, False]
The capital invested in life insurance units of account is subject to a risk of capital loss. [True,
False]
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Figure 5: Explanation interfaces examples for an incorrect recommendation for each of the three conditions: A) Graphical-static
B) Graphical-mutable C) Dialogic. The correct user profile in this case would have been “Secure”, but the skewed Robex
algorithm outputs “Dynamo”. Explanations are in French, as shown to participants.
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Figure 6: The original, French version of Figure 2 that shows the three explanation conditions for participants who received a
correct recommendation.
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